The conserved Trp-Cys hydrogen bond dampens the "push effect" of the heme cysteinate proximal ligand during the first catalytic cycle of nitric oxide synthase.
Residues surrounding and interacting with the heme proximal ligand are important for efficient catalysis by heme proteins. The nitric oxide synthases (NOSs) are thiolate-coordinated enzymes that catalyze the hydroxylation of l-Arg in the first of the two catalytic cycles needed to synthesize nitric oxide. In NOSs, the indole NH group of a conserved tryptophan [W56 of the bacterial NOS-like protein from Staphylococcus aureus (saNOS)] forms a hydrogen bond with the heme proximal cysteinate ligand. The purpose of this study was to determine the impact of increasing (W56F and W56Y variants) or decreasing (W56H variant) the electron density of the proximal cysteinate ligand on molecular oxygen (O(2)) activation using saNOS as a model. We show that the removal of the indole NH···S(-) bond for W56F and W56Y caused an increase in the electron density of the cysteinate. This was probed by the decrease of the midpoint reduction potential (E(1/2)) along with weakened σ-bonding and strengthened π-backbonding with distal ligands (CO and O(2)). On the other hand, the W56H variant showed stronger Fe-OO and Fe-CO bonds (strengthened σ-bonding) along with an elevated E(1/2), which is consistent with the formation of a strong NH···S(-) hydrogen bond from H56. We also show here that changing the electron density of the proximal thiolate controls its "push effect"; whereas the rates of both O(2) activation and autoxidation of the Fe(II)O(2) complex increase with the stronger push effect created by removing the indole NH···S(-) hydrogen bond (W56F and W56Y variants), the W56H variant showed an increased stability of the complex against autoxidation and a slower rate of O(2) activation. These results are discussed with regard to the roles played by the conserved tryptophan-cysteinate interaction in the first catalytic cycle of NOS.